
                                                               

Report on 
CSP16-Winter Kits Distribution Ceremony 

Funded by: Human Concern International(HCI),Canada 
Implemented by  

SUROVI 
Venue: SUROVI Head Office, House # 16, Road # 5 Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1205   

 
CSP-16 Project Winter kits distribution Ceremony Funded by: Human Concern 
International(HCI) held today dated 9.12.23 at SUROVI Head Office Campus. Md. Md. Abu Taher 
ED, SUROVI, Mohammad Masud PD SUROVI, Abdul Kader DD SUROVI, Md. Naymul Hasan 
Mishu compliance officer of HCI and Other Staff of SUROVI were present and distributed the 
winter kits among 120 (B- 56+G 64) sponsor children.  Each boy child received 2 blankets, 1 
Jeans pant, 1 Shirt, 1 Trouser, 1 Jacket/sweater, 1 pair cades/shoes with 2 pair shocks, and each 
girl child received 2 Blankets,1 Salwar, 1 Kamis,1 Scarf, 1 trouser 1 Jacket/ sweater and 1 pair 
cades/shoes with2 pair shocks.  



Before distribute the winter kits pack Honorable Executive Director of SUROVI Md. Abu Taher 
want to know from sponsor children how they are now and are 
they continuing their education? How this winter kits will be 
beneficial for them?  Do you know who is giving this winter 
kits? Sponsor children replied to ED that they are continuing 
their education but facing difficulties to maintain family 
expenditure due to very low income and high cost of fooding, 
clothing and essential commodities. They also said this winter 
cloths will protect them form cold during schooling and at night 
to sleep at home with others members of the family. They also 
experess their happyness to reeive this winter kits package in 
right time. They said, manny many thanks to HCI for extending 

hands to us with various support like house rent, food package, School uniform, school bag, 
education materials like excersise book, pen pencil, house hold utencil, washing materials, bead 
sheet , Mosqueto net and winter kits. May the alimighty Allah help HCI and their 
supporter/sponsor for helping us and other children who are underprevilaged and deprived 
from their education. We prayed for HCI and Sponsrs welbeing and sound health and long live. 
May Allah bless them Jannah for their cotribution and 
sacrifice for us (the sponsor children) they expressed.  While 
they were asked will they sale this blanket? The children 
replied no, this blanket will protect our family from the cold, 
we can’t buy this costly and comfortable blanket so we will 
never sale it. The children also wish for long lasting of SUROVI 
and long live of its founder Syeda Iqbalmand Banu for being 

with them. Abdul Kader Deputy Director of SUROVI 
suggested the sponsor children to continue education and 
become a good and skilled citizen of the country. He also 
thanks HCI for supporting the under privileged children and their family in various ways. 
Mohammad Masud PD of SUROVI said, HCI is helping you for building your future life through 
education and skills. You must not be dropped out from your study. You will get more support 
from HCI and SUROVI. We are really grateful to HCI for extending their hands to disadvantaged 
children with various support specially for this winter kits that will protect them from cold and 
seasonal disease.  

Eiva Akter-Sponsor Child Id- 255133 said, my name is Eiva Akter. I live 
in Barisal. I study is class 10 at Navarun 
Secondary School. I am SSC candidate of 
the year of 2024. I want to be a doctor in 
future. I want to serve my nation. My 
father is a day labour. It has become very 
difficult for my father to manage my 

Md. Abu Taher, ED of SUROVI is 
delivering speech & talking with 
children 

Abdul Kader DD of SUROVI suggesting 
sponsor children and thanking HCI 

Sarwar Sponsor Child sharing his 
feeling after getting winter kits 

Eiva sponsor child expressed 
her feelings receiving the 
winter kits package 



education and household expenses. Human Concern International Canada helps us with food, 
clothing, books, note books, pens, money etc. Today I received winterFor this me and my family 
is very happy and we are also grateful to them. I pray that HCI help every poor family and 
helpless child in this way. Sarowar Hossain- ID- 256333 said, Thanks to HCI for extending their  

Some Pictures of the event: 

 
SUROVI Staffs are packing winter 
kits 

 
Sponsor children are in que for 
getting shoes 

 
Sponsor children are in que for 
getting shoes 

 
Children selecting taking shoes 
with trial 

Children waring new shoes ED SUROVI talking with Sponsor 
children 



hand towards me. Today we got winter kits and I am happy to get it.   

 

Md. Abu Taher ED SUROVI said, we grateful to HCI for providing support to distressed children 
and their families with various support for ensuring the education of sponsor children. Thanks 
to almighty Allah for helping us to complete the winter kits distribution event successfully. He 
also thanks to HCI for financing and other support to this event. With our sincere gratitude to 
HCI management for being with SUROVI as well as the sponsor children and their families. Hope 
to continue this support with more coverage for the next from HCI. 

 
ED, SUROVU distributing with 
winter kits 

 
Md. Naymul Hasn Mishu 
compliance officer of HCI 
distributing winter kits 

 
Md. Azizul Haque Teacher SUROVI 
distributing winter kits 

 
Children checking their kit pack 

 
Children checking their kit pack 

 
Children Checking their kit pack 

 
ED of SUROVI taking selfie with 
sponsor children 

Sponsor children take photo with 
ED SUROVI 

 
Sponsor child taking Winter kits 
from the hands of  ED SUROVI 


